How students can make conferencing work

Ben Plumpton, Open University

There are a lot of papers around about how lecturers and tutors can best use online conferencing for teaching. But there aren't many that look at how students can get the most out of online discussions. This paper aims to fill that gap.
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1 Introduction

I've used online conferencing for many years - as a student, for giving and getting technical support, for communicating among distributed working groups, and most recently as a tutor on the Open University online course T171 "You, your computer and the net". Some of these conferences have worked very well, some have failed badly, and most have been somewhere in between. I'm fascinated by what makes conferences work, and have done research on how lecturers and tutors can best use online conferencing in their teaching. This paper looks at conferencing from a student perspective - if you are a student on a course that uses online conferencing, what can you do to make it work well?

Conferences vary. You might be involved with a conference for a small group project, a discussion with a hundred people, or a technical support conference with thousands of people. You may have a tutor actively directing the conference, a facilitator encouraging discussion, or someone just watching out for problems. Conferencing might be an important and assessed part of your course, or it might be optional. Despite all these differences, I believe there are some general principles which will help you have an enjoyable and productive experience of online conferencing, and these are outlined below. But first, it is helpful to understand why courses use online conferencing, how you can benefit from conferencing, and know what an effective conference is like, so you can see what you are aiming towards.

2 Why do courses use online conferencing?

Feeling part of a 'community of learners' is particularly difficult for distance learners, who may only meet their fellow students occasionally, if at all. If you are working mostly or entirely on your own it can be hard to stay motivated. In the words of an OU student using an early conferencing system, conferencing "takes the distance out of distance learning". It can make a big difference to know that other people are struggling with the same issues as you, and that you can share problems and ideas at any time of day or night.
Online conferencing is also a good way for students to work together, rather than individually. Group working is becoming an important element of many higher education courses, partly because it is also increasingly the way the workplace is organised. Employers look for evidence of group working skills. It has a sound educational basis too - educationalists believe that group working tends to promote deeper understanding of a subject and better critical thinking.

Online conferencing is a new mode of learning, very different from the traditional classroom, and both teachers and students need to learn how to do it successfully. You will encounter all sorts of differences from face-to-face learning, for example, there will be much longer time delays in a discussion, and there will be no non-verbal cues such as tone of voice or facial expression. Some aspects of these differences will be positive (e.g. you have more time to think about what you want to say) and some will be a nuisance (e.g. it's possible to misinterpret people when you only have their words).

So the next sections of this paper look at what you can get out of conferencing, what an effective conference is like, and then how to go about participating so as to achieve those things.

3 What's in it for me?

With most courses you can pass the course if you work alone, not bothering with conferencing at all, or only doing the minimum required. So why should you put time and effort into conferencing?

- You get support when you need it (in exchange for giving support to others);
- You have a richer vein of experience to draw on, because you can pool examples, references etc;
- Very often a group can produce better work than an individual. One person might put forward a thought or idea, often not completely formed or finished, someone else picks up on it and takes it forward, that sparks off more ideas in others, and between them the group creates something much better than any could have done on their own;
- Learning by 'talking' is more powerful for most people than learning by reading - you think about things more deeply, and are likely to remember things better;
- The best way to check your own understanding is to explain it to others. Explaining things for your fellow students is good practice for the kind of explanations you'll probably have to do in assignments.

4 What is an effective conference like?

How can you tell whether your conference is working well? Here is a description of an effective conference:

- Everyone participates, and everyone feels confident they will be 'listened to';
- It is a supportive community, because people have come to trust each other, and 'look out for' each other whilst respecting differences;
- The group has typically worked through shared experience and/or fought shared 'enemies' (such as software problems!);
- Everyone facilitates sometimes - taking some responsibility for discussions and activities, and for encouraging and helping others;
Everyone takes initiative sometimes - asking questions and starting discussions, not being passive and waiting to be told what to do;
Arguments happen - people feel safe enough to challenge and disagree, which helps everyone to think and learn;
Everyone writes carefully, putting their points clearly and constructively, and the structure of the discussions is obvious and easy to follow;
People trust others to respect their words, to put a good interpretation on them and not 'steal' or misquote them.

Clearly in real life very few conferences will have all of these characteristics all the time. But this is a 'vision' of what we are aiming for in online educational conferences.

5 So what can I do to help my conference 'work'?

You can make a big difference to the effectiveness of your conference. There are four main ways that you can help the conference work well. I will describe these first, and then look at how you can apply these principles in different kinds of conferences.

a) Get involved and make a commitment
b) Help people get to know you
c) Construct your messages well
d) Take some responsibility

a) Get involved and make a commitment

This means contributing regularly, putting in some time and effort, and 'being there' for people - reading and responding to their messages, and giving support where you can. If you are asked to do particular things in the conference, get on and do them! Making a commitment is really crucial - once you feel it is 'your' conference, you will want it to work well, and everything else will tend to follow.

If you can't be very active, let people know, e.g. "Sorry I can't be around for a while, but I'll do what I can when I get back".

b) Help people get to know you

This is particularly important in the early stages of a conference. People need to feel they can trust each other, so as to be able to 'risk' putting forward their ideas or asking 'silly' questions. Be yourself - use examples from your own experience, perhaps share a little about your life outside the course, and write more or less as you speak, rather than very formally which can come across as a bit pompous. Personalise your messages if possible, using simple things like different fonts, colours and icons, if your software allows you, or even sound. But don’t overdo this and create huge messages, otherwise people will get annoyed at the time it takes to download them!

c) Construct your messages well

If you can write your messages very clearly and make it easy for people to see how they fit into the discussion, then it's more likely people will read and consider your messages, and everyone will find it easier to follow what's going on.
• **Use 'threading' properly.** If someone replies to a message, then someone replies to the reply, and so on, then the whole 'chain' of messages is called a thread, and the conferencing software will make it easy to follow a thread. If you are introducing a new topic or issue, don't reply to an existing message, start a new thread instead with a new and relevant subject line.

• **Be clear what the point you are making is.** A good way to force yourself to be clear is to put a one sentence summary at the top of a longer message, e.g. "This message is to explain why...." Keep to one subject per message. It's much better to send several messages if you have a number of topics to write about, because then people can reply to whichever topic they want and the separate discussions are in separate threads rather than being all jumbled up.

• **Give reasons for your opinions.** It's hard to discuss something with someone if they just state what they think without any justification. Use the word 'because' freely! Examples often help.

Invite responses to your messages, e.g. "Do you agree with me here?" or "Have I left anything out?".

**d) Take some responsibility**

This is all about paying attention to the 'process' of the conference as well as the content - if everyone does this, your conference will feel like a community. The sort of thing I mean is helping to keep things going and encourage others, starting discussions without being told to, helping to summarise, and watching out for people feeling ignored or left out and trying to help.

**6 What sorts of things do conferences do?**

There are four different types of activities in conferences:

a) **Social conversation**  
b) **Getting and giving help**  
c) **Group work and projects**  
d) **Discussion**

Not every conference will do all of these, but most conferences will have some elements of them all at some point. Let's see how the four principles described above can be used to help these different activities.

**a) Social conversation**

The social chat that happens in a conference helps the group to 'gel'. If you meet your fellow students at face-to-face tutorials, this happens naturally in corridors and during tea breaks. You chat, discover things you have in common, find out who knows about what, have a moan together and so on. The same kind of thing needs to happen among an on-line group - it's hard to write messages addressed to complete strangers. So this is where the 'help people get to know you' suggestion fits in. You should also show interest in others and offer support if needed. Obviously social conversation is not the main purpose of the conference, and you should be guided by your tutor or moderator - some may discourage socialising or prefer it to go in a separate sub-conference. But generally a bit of social chat in a conference is an excellent thing, and helps the group to work better. If your course has a face-to-face
component, the social side of conferencing is probably less important. But if not everyone attends the face-to-face bits, beware of the possibility of cliques forming among those who've met each other - you will need to take extra care to help the others feel part of the group.

b) Getting and giving help

Once you've got to know each other a little, there will probably be quite a lot of questions and answers, e.g. "How do I...?", especially while people are getting used to the conferencing system. Questions could also be about the course material, or study skills problems. This is a time when constructing your messages carefully is very important. You can build up two different and useful sets of skills through participating in questions and answers:

- the skill of asking for help clearly, so that people understand your problem and can give you a helpful answer;
- the skill of helping other people effectively.

If you need help, explain what you were trying to do and what went wrong in plenty of detail ("X doesn't work" is not usually enough for anyone to diagnose a problem!) and give any error messages or references that might help.

If you are offering answers, try to draw people out and help them express themselves clearly, e.g. "Is such-and-such what the problem is?". Avoid jargon (or explain it), don't patronise, and offer different angles, e.g. "It could be that .... in which case .... Or else maybe .... which means ...." Also, consider whether the person might get more long-term benefit by being shown how to find out their own answer rather than having it spelt out for them.

c) Group work and projects

Generally this kind of work is done in small groups and has a clear timescale and an end product (e.g. a joint document, a website, a plan). For the group work to go well, it needs everyone's participation and commitment, and a feeling of shared responsibility.

This type of activity needs planning and co-ordination - deciding together how to approach the work, planning a timetable, allocating tasks, commenting on each other's work, chasing up people who haven't done their bit, pulling the work together, and so on. Someone (maybe several people) needs to take on the responsibility for facilitating this process, e.g. making sure decisions are made and timetables kept to. Everyone needs to take responsibility for doing their bit of the work and for keeping to any policies or rules the group has agreed.

d) Discussion

Discussion is to help you understand the course material, perhaps at a deeper level, possibly to give you practice in academic debate, and possibly to feed into an assignment (where you might be asked to 'discuss' or 'explain' or use some ideas or concepts from the course).

Participating in a discussion takes effort, there is no getting away from that - but it can also be the most rewarding type of activity in a conference. To get a good discussion, everyone needs to construct their messages carefully and take some responsibility for the discussion.

There are two main benefits of engaging in discussion:

- by pooling everyone's expertise, insights, knowledge and sources of information you end up with a much better understanding of a subject than you possibly could alone;
by articulating our ideas, challenging other people's views and being challenged ourselves, we modify and refine our views. We can explore ideas much more thoroughly in a discussion than we can individually - you don't often spot flaws in your own arguments!

Creative conflict can be much more powerful than polite agreement - deep learning comes out of the thrust and counter-thrust of debate, and you are likely to remember a good argument! As long as you use the Netiquette principles of checking you understand what the other person said, and criticising the idea not the person, then it's fine to disagree.

So, how does a discussion work?

Typically you start with a discussion question or topic, posed by a tutor or perhaps by one of the group.

Generally one or more people will offer their views on the question. If it stops there, that is not a discussion, just a list of opinions. Everyone needs to take responsibility for moving on.

The way to move on is to draw each other out, by asking questions like "What evidence is there that...." or "Why do you think that..... " or "What do you mean by ..... ".

The next thing is to find areas of agreement or disagreement, so you'd be saying things like "I agree/disagree about ..... because......" or "But what if ......" or "On the other hand ...... because....". Giving reasons is important - in academic discussion you generally need to back up your view using evidence, references or examples, rather than making assertions. Don't be too defensive about your opinions if people disagree - the discussion is not a competition to be the most 'right', it is a co-operative effort to improve everyone's understanding. And it's OK to change your mind once you hear other arguments!

Aim to build on what other people have said, to separate opinion from fact and to look for areas the group has not covered. Try to look at an issue from multiple angles e.g. you might think about 'who what why when where', or advantages and disadvantages of suggestions, or problems and barriers.

As the discussion progresses, especially if it is lively and interesting, it can get hard to keep track of and remember where you are going. There starts to be a need for someone to make sense of it all. Sometimes your tutor or conference moderator will take on that role, but it is something that everyone can start to do, as part of 'taking responsibility'. The sort of things that are useful are:

**Summarising** - bringing all the important points from a discussion together into a concluding overview. A good summary will highlight decisions and areas of agreement, and acknowledge individual contributions (e.g. "Jo said ..... and Jill made the point that ...."), but without becoming an enormously long and detailed list.

**Refocusing** - pulling the discussion back if it gets too far off-topic e.g. "We seem to have strayed from the point here..."

**Weaving** - pulling together threads and ideas, looking for patterns, linking the discussion into the course materials and beyond, identifying holes, opening up new avenues and moving on. Weaving goes beyond summarising, and a dynamic discussion may need several 'weaves' as it goes along. Imagine all the threads of the conference being brought together as coloured strands of wool and woven into a pattern, perhaps including some gold and silver strands from outside. Some examples of weaving comments might be: "We've looked at ..... and ......, but there's the whole
issue of ..... which fits in .....", or "When we talked about ..... we thought that ..... but I've just seen an article which says ..... How can we incorporate .....", or "What if we took the idea of ..... and applied it to .....".

The experience of participating in a conference that is really 'constructing knowledge' through discussion can be amazing. You feel a greater ownership of the conference, which leads to greater commitment, which leads us to where we began in section 5, with the importance of getting involved and playing an active part in your conference.

7 Handling particular problems

When you are involved in online conferences there are various problems that you can come up against that may cause you frustration or annoyance, and decrease your motivation to participate. Below I suggest ways of handling these problems.

a) "I don't know what to say!"

It's perfectly possible to learn from what other people say without contributing anything yourself. After all, at a face-to-face tutorial some people won't say anything, perhaps because they feel shy. On-line you can't see other people smiling in encouragement, so it can be hard to take the plunge and join in. Sometimes this reading--but-not-contributing is called 'lurking', but I don't like the term because it has overtones of furtiveness. I prefer to call it 'hovering', because it reminds me of hanging around on the outskirts of a group hopping from foot to foot trying to think of something to say.

The good thing about online discussions is that they generally happen over a longer period, so you have plenty of time to think about what you want to say, and everyone will be able to get their points in, unlike a face to face discussion where it's possible that the only people who get heard are those who 'think on their feet' and talk loudest. And all sorts of things which can distract attention in a face-to-face discussion (e.g. gestures, accent, racial differences, disabilities) are not 'visible' online, which can be quite liberating.

Here are some suggestions to get you started with contributing to a conference:

- Look for other people's messages that you agree with, and say so, perhaps adding your own examples;
- Look for messages that gave you ideas you hadn't thought of, or that set you thinking about something, and let them know;
- Ask a question about something you don't fully understand, and hopefully someone will help you out. Don't worry about asking 'silly' questions, there will probably be several other people with the same worry, and you'll have done them a favour by asking;
- If someone asks a question you wanted to ask, help them feel less silly by saying you'd like to know the answer too;
- If someone asks something you think you know a bit about, answer it. The very best way to check you know something is to try and explain it to someone else!
• If someone asks a question that you can't help with, but no-one seems to be answering, you can at least offer your sympathy and maybe suggest other sources of help.

Writing your first messages may seem awkward, but if you keep on doing it, conferencing will quickly come to feel quite natural.

b) "Am I saying too much?"

Probably not. The people who worry about this are usually the very people who hold a conference together! There is no time pressure as there might be in a face-to-face discussion, so even if one person says a lot, there is still 'space' for everyone else. Don't worry unless:

• over half the messages are from you, and
• your messages are mainly offering your opinions rather than engaging in dialogue with others.

If someone is a bit overwhelming, other people can think 'Oh they'll answer that, I won't bother trying', and lose interest. If you think this is happening, then maybe you could hold back a bit, e.g.:

• Encourage other people to participate, e.g. by tactfully emailing them to suggest something you think they could contribute;
• If you see a question you think you could answer, wait another day and see if someone else answers it;
• Show you welcome response to your messages, e.g. "What do other people think?'";
• Ask for help in the conference with something you are less confident about, so people can see you don't know everything.

c) "Not everyone is participating"

It can be annoying if there are some people in your group who don't participate in the discussions. You may feel that this is unfair, or that you are doing more than your fair share of the work. There is often a minority of people who don't join in at all, for a variety of reasons - pressure of personal circumstances, illness, shyness, or deliberate decision. And different people may be at different stages in the course - a benefit of studying online is that you can fit your studying around other commitments in your life, such as holidays. If you are supposed to be doing a group activity, faster people can feel frustrated waiting for the rest of the group. Here are some suggestions for handling these issues:

• Do what you can to encourage your other group members to join in, e.g. by private email, and find out when they expect to participate, or whether they have decided not to. Accept their reasons and apologies with good grace. It's best not to use guilt-tripping ("You are letting us down"), it rarely works!
• Is there anything you can be getting on with while you are waiting for a response?
• Consider whether you can arrange the group work so that people who are behind can do some of the later tasks.
• If some group members don't participate and don't respond to enquiries, accept that you'll have to manage without them, and don't waste time or emotional energy worrying or waiting for them. You shouldn't compromise your ability to keep to your schedule and complete your work on time.
• Try discussing the activity in such an exciting way that the others will be drawn in to participating anyway - the chances are that they are reading the discussions.
• Try to be sensitive to others who may be trying to catch up with an activity that is already half-completed - it's not easy for them to join in an established group, so offer what support you can.

The good side of this is that by participating you will learn a lot more and probably do better in your course assessment than people who don't.

If you are someone who can't join in with the conference, for whatever reason (you don't have to say), let other people know so they don't wait for you. Fellow students will generally be very understanding and supportive, provided you keep them informed.

d) "I've got behind and there's too much to read"

If, for whatever reason, you join a conference later than the other participants, or are unable to be involved for a while, the prospect of joining in can be a bit daunting. There will be lots of messages you haven't read and you may feel that everyone else knows each other. The main thing to remember is that everyone will be pleased to 'see' you when you do join in, and will be helpful and supportive. Here are some strategies you can use in this situation:

• If you don't have time to read all the messages, don't try! Use the message subjects and senders to decide which to read. Read any introductory messages explaining what the conference is about and telling you what the group is working on (generally these will be from the tutor or moderator);
• Don't worry too much about discussions or activities which have finished. Maybe read any obvious concluding or summarising messages, but concentrate on the current activities;
• Send a short message announcing your presence and apologising for the delay;
• Just read messages for a little while, so you get the feel of the conference and understand what's going on;
• If you're not quite sure what has been discussed already, acknowledge this in your messages e.g. "Apologies if you've already covered this, but ...."

e) "Nobody is saying anything!"

A conference can be quite a fragile thing. If no-one says anything for a while, it becomes harder and harder to break the silence, and no-one feels like being the first to contribute. There can be a downward spiral until the conference becomes completely dormant. Someone needs to be brave and break the spiral as soon as they realise what is happening. Here are some suggestions for things you can do at this point:

• Ask a question that prompts a response, e.g. "Can anyone explain the bit where it says...";
• Respond if anyone else tries to break the silence;
• Conspire with someone else to get an argument going - take sides on an issue and debate it vigorously, with appeals to the rest of the group to join each 'side';
• Start a discussion on something crucial to the course, e.g. how to tackle the next assignment, or prepare for an exam.

8 Conclusion
This paper has looked at what effective online educational conferences are like, and how students can contribute to making conferencing a worthwhile learning experience. It has also offered some detailed suggestions for how to join in with various different types of activities that happen in online conferences, and strategies for dealing with common problems you may encounter. I hope anyone studying on a course that uses online discussion will find at least some of the strategies and suggestions useful.

In summary, to get the most out of conferencing on your course, you need to participate fully. This will take time and effort but it's worth it! A group that helps and supports each other, brings a variety of thoughts, examples and perspectives together, and challenges and builds on each other's ideas, will make a big difference to your enjoyment and understanding of the course, and hopefully also to your achievement in the course. The key things to remember are to

- Get involved and make a commitment;
- Help people get to know you;
- Construct your messages well, and
- Take some responsibility.

You can't do this theoretically, the only way to do it is to have a go, make mistakes and enjoy yourself in the process. In the end, the more you put in, the more you will get out.